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What is “Selective Service”? 

[Slide from presentation by the U.S. Army to the National Commission on Military, National, and Public Service, 2018.]
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What is “Selective Service”? 

- Ongoing planning and preparation for a military draft (either a general draft or a special draft of health care workers).

- 10,000+ draft board members appointed, covering every U.S. county, to adjudicate applications for deferments and exemptions if/when a draft is activated.

- Military reservists assigned to help administer a draft.

- **All males (as assigned at birth) required to register at age 18 and report each change of address until age 26.**

- Sole purpose of database is to send military induction notices.
Selective Service registration is intended to prepare for a draft:

“I hope that it will not become necessary to impose a draft. However, we must be prepared for that possibility. For this reason, I have determined that the Selective Service System must now be revitalized.”

[President Jimmy Carter, State of the Union address, January 1980]
Draft registration prompted protest and resistance.
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(National mobilization against draft registration, Washington and San Francisco, March 22, 1980.)
“Show trials” of selected nonregistrants were intended to intimidate other resisters:

“The total number of nonregistrants will doubtless remain very high when measured against the Department's prosecutive resources....

“However, an initial round of well-publicized prosecutions... might yield sufficient registrations to maintain the credibility of the system.”

[Justice Department memo to the Assistant Attorney General, January 11, 1982]
“Show trials” of vocal nonregistrants publicized the resistance:

[Edward Hasbrouck outside the Federal courthouse in Boston, January 14, 1983. Photo by Tom Landers, Boston Globe.]
Every trial of a nonregistrant was a teach-in for the resistance:
Enforcement of criminal penalties for nonregistration was abandoned in failure in 1987 after only 20 out of many millions of nonregistrants were prosecuted.

[Editorial cartoon by Mike Keefe, Denver Post, 1982]
Draft registration has failed:

- Only those who “come out” publicly as nonregistrants can be prosecuted (because the law requires the government to prove that refusal to register is “knowing” in order for it to be a crime).
- No prosecutions or criminal enforcement since 1987.
- No audit of the registration database since 1982.
- Requirement to report address changes “universally ignored” (Rep. Adam Smith, Chair of the House Armed Services Committee, 2021).
- Most young men register only if registration is required or automatic when they get a drivers license, but not all states link drivers licenses to Selective Service registration. (California, Oregon, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Massachusetts, etc. do not.)
“Less than useless” for a draft

“The current system of registration is ineffective and, frankly, less than useless. It does not provide a comprehensive nor an accurate database upon which to implement conscription.”

[Testimony of Dr. Bernard Rostker, former Director of the Selective Service System and Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness, April 24, 2019]
35 years of stalemate:

- Quiet and mostly passive but widespread noncompliance has made draft registration unenforceable, and
- The registration database is so incomplete and inaccurate that it couldn’t be used for a draft.

BUT...

- Supporters of a draft don’t want to admit that a draft is not a realistic option or that the government’s ability to wage wars is constrained by the willingness of the public to fight those wars.
Reasons to end Selective Service:

1. Like it or not, draft registration has failed – it’s not fit for purpose.

2. Trying to expand draft registration or activate a draft will prompt visible public protest, legal challenges, and resistance. Young people will resist, and older allies will support them and amplify their voices.

3. War planners rely on the draft as the ultimate “fallback” option. Perceived availability of the draft enables planning for endless, unlimited wars without regard for public willingness to fight. The existence of draft registration encourages military adventurism. Removing the draft from the arsenal would rein in war planning.

4. Ending Selective Service would be a victory for direct action by young people that would empower and inspire more of the same.
117th Congress 1st Session  

S. 1139

To repeal the Military Selective Service Act.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

April 15, 2021

Mr. Wyden (for himself and Mr. Paul) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Armed Services

A BILL

To repeal the Military Selective Service Act.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.
4 This Act may be cited as the “Selective Service Re-
5 peal Act of 2021”.
6 SEC. 2. REPEAL OF MILITARY SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT.
7 (a) REPEAL.—The Military Selective Service Act (50
8 U.S.C. 3801 et seq.) is repealed.
It’s time to end Selective Service!
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